Abeoforma whisleri transient transfection protocol
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ABSTRACT

This is a protocol for transient transfection of the Ichyosporean Abeoforma whisleri. This protocol has an efficiency of 1-2% calculated from fluorescent positive cell from Flow Cytometry data, using the amount of cells and DNA described in the protocol. Increasing DNA from above 1 microgram/microliter does not increase transfection.

MATERIALS

- Buffer P3 Contributed by users Catalog #19053
- PBS Contributed by users
- Marine Broth 2216 BD Biosciences Catalog #279110
- 4D-Nucleofector System with X Unit Lonza Catalog #AAF-1002X
- A.whisleri cells Contributed by users

MANUSCRIPT CITATION:

License: This is an open access protocol distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

Protocol status: Working

We use this protocol and it's working.
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PROTOCOL integer ID: 21687
Count A.whisleri cells from a culture 1 to 2 weeks old grown in Marine Broth (MB) medium at 13 degrees.

Take 2 x 105 cells/per transfection condition, and spin them down at 2000g for 5 min.

Discard medium and gently resuspend cells in sterile 1xPBS and spin them down again (same conditions as above)

Discard PBS and resuspend cells with 20-25 microliters of mixture Buffer P3 Lonza+1 to 5 micrograms of reporter plasmid+ 40 micrograms of carrier DNA (empty vector such as pUC19).

Transfer de 20-25 microlters mixture to a 16 well strips from Lonza Nucleofector (X Unit) and apply CODE EN-138.

Immediately after transfection add 80 microliters of MB directly to the well. You can transfer directly to a 6 well plate with 1ml of media, or wait for 30 minutes.

Screen for transformants after 24 hours of transfection, the number of positive cells will increase until 48 hours.

Include always a well of cells with no DNA. A.whisleri shows autofluorescence, so this control is key to compare and decide what is real transfection and what is autofluorescence. Use high quality DNA and as concentrated as possible. We lyophilize DNA prep and resuspend them to have a concentration of at least 1.5 micrograms/microl. Use ultrapure and concentrated carrier DNA. We use pUC19 at 20micrograms/microliter.